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Abstract
We describe a new approach to speech recognition, in which all Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) states share the same Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
structure with the same number of Gaussians in each state. The model is
defined by vectors associated with each state with a dimension of, say, 50,
together with a global mapping from this vector space to the space of parameters of the GMM. This model appears to give better results than a
conventional model, and the extra structure offers many new opportunities
for modeling innovations while maintaining compatibility with most standard
techniques.
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Gaussian Mixture Model
1. Introduction
Speech recognition based on the Hidden Markov Model-Gaussian Mixture
Model (HMM-GMM) framework generally involves training a completely separate GMM in each HMM state. We introduce a model in which the HMM
states share a common structure but the means and mixture weights are allowed to vary in a subspace of the full parameter space, controlled by a global
mapping from a vector space to the space of GMM parameters. We call this a
Subspace GMM (SGMM). This method has similarities to Joint Factor Analysis as used in speaker recognition [19] and to Eigenvoices [21] and Cluster
Adaptive Training (CAT) [10] as proposed for speech recognition.
In this paper we aim to present this technique in sufficient detail for the
reader to be able to replicate our results and to understand the ideas used in
deriving the formulae; however, we omit derivations. These can be found in
the technical report [26]. In the experimental section, we will show that this
modeling approach can outperform conventional models. It has a particular
advantage where the amount of in-domain data available to train the model
is small, because out-of-domain and even out-of-language speech data can be
used to train the parameters of the global mapping.
1.1. HMM-GMM based speech recognition
In HMM-GMM based speech recognition (see [11] for review), we turn the
short-time spectral characteristics of speech into a vector (the “observations”
of Figure 1, sometimes called frames), and build a generative model that produces sequences of these vectors. A left-to-right three-state HMM topology
as in Figure 1 will typically model the sequence of frames generated by a
single phone. Models for sentences are constructed by concatenating HMMs
for sequences of phones. Different HMMs are used for phones in different left
and right phonetic contexts, using a tree-based clustering approach to model
unseen contexts [40]. We will use the index j for the individual contextdependent phonetic states, with 1 ≤ j ≤ J. While J could potentially equal
three times the cube of the number of phones (assuming we model just the
immediate left and right phonetic context), after tree-based clustering it will
typically be several thousand. The distribution that generates a vector within
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Figure 1: HMM for speech recognition
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HMM state j is a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM):
p(x|j) =

Mj
X

wjiN (x; µji, Σji).

(1)

i=1

Table 1 shows the parameters of the probability density functions (pdfs) in an
example system of this kind: each context-dependent state (of which we only
show three rather than several thousand) has a different number of sub-states
Mj .
Table 1: Parameters for pdfs in baseline HMM system
State
1
µ11 , Σ11 , w11
µ12 , Σ12 , w12
µ13 , Σ13 , w13

State
2
µ21 , Σ21 , w21
µ22 , Σ22 , w22
µ23 , Σ23 , w23
µ24 , Σ24 , w24

3

State
3
µ31 , Σ31 , w31
µ32 , Σ32 , w32

1.2. The Subspace Gaussian Mixture Model (SGMM)
Table 2: Parameters for pdfs in basic SGMM system (derived quantities in gray)

M 1 , w 1 , Σ1
M 2 , w 2 , Σ2
M 3 , w 3 , Σ3
M 4 , w 4 , Σ4

State
1
v1
µ11 , Σ11 , w11
µ21 , Σ21 , w21
µ31 , Σ31 , w31
µ41 , Σ41 , w41

State
2
v2
µ12 , Σ12 , w12
µ22 , Σ22 , w22
µ32 , Σ32 , w32
µ42 , Σ42 , w42

State
3
v3
µ13 , Σ13 , w13
µ23 , Σ23 , w23
µ33 , Σ33 , w33
µ43 , Σ43 , w43

The SGMM also has a GMM within each context-dependent state, but
instead of specifying the parameters directly we specify a vector vj ∈ RS
in each state together with a global mapping from this S-dimensional vector
space to the pdf parameters. The simplest form of our model can be expressed
in the following three equations:
p(x|j) =

I
X

wjiN (x; µji, Σi)

(2)

i=1

µji = Mi vj
exp wiT vj
wji = PI
T
i′ =1 exp wi′ vj

(3)
(4)

where x ∈ RD is the feature vector and j ∈ {1 . . . J} is the context-dependent
speech state (hereafter, just “speech state”). The model for speech state j
is a GMM with I Gaussians (typically 200 ≤ I ≤ 2000), with covariance
matrices Σi which are shared between states, mixture weights wji and means
µji. Table 2 shows the parameters for our SGMM system, with derived
parameters in gray. The parameters µij , Σij , wij are derived from vj together
with Mi , Σi , wi (this is a slight simplification; there is a normalization factor
for the weights that breaks this model; also Σij = Σi so we do not use the
notation Σij elsewhere). We use the term “subspace” to indicate that the
parameters of the GMMs are limited to a sub-space of the entire space of
parameters of an I-dimensional mixture model1 . Equation (4) for the weights
1

Technically this is only true if we take the parameters to be the means and the unnormalized log weights
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requires some justification. We note that the denominator of (4) is necessary
for normalization; we also note that if we replaced exp with any other function
(bar the pointless generalization f (x) = k1 exp k2 x), the (negated) auxiliary
function we construct during E-M would no longer be guaranteed convex
and this would cause difficulties in optimization2 . If we were to declare the
individual weights wji to be parameters of the model instead of using this
formula, the model size would be dominated by weights which we consider
undesirable; also, a Maximum Likelihood estimation framework would no
longer be sufficient: it would lead to zero weights, and in combination with
a pruning scheme we describe below, this might lead to zero likelihoods.
Note that within this document, quantities that are denoted by the same
letter but have different typeface or different numbers of subscripts or superscripts are distinct unless otherwise stated, so for instance vjm and v(s) are
different quantities.
1.3. Context and prior work
Our modeling approach is inspired by prior work in speaker recognition.
Text-independent speaker recognition systems often use a GMM, sometimes
referred to as a “Universal Background Model” (UBM), which is adapted via
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) to individual speakers [32]. Our approach also
features a UBM, and it has strong similarities to the Joint Factor Analysis
(JFA) approach used for speaker recognition [19]. The work we describe
here grew out of previous work applying speaker identification techniques to
speech recognition. In that work, Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) adaptation
was used to adapt the UBM to each speech state [30]. Although the Word
Error Rate (WER) results were promising, the resulting systems had a very
large number of parameters. We also briefly described an earlier version of
this technique, in [29, 33]. The mathematical details for those papers were
published by technical report [27]. We have also published the mathematical
details corresponding to this current paper, in the technical report [26]. Some
of the work described here has been published in conference papers [28, 12,
4, 14].
1.4. Model extensions
We described the most basic form of the SGMM in Equations (2) to (4).
Because that model uses a very small number of parameters to describe
2
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each speech state (i.e. S parameters, where S is the subspace dimension,
typically around 50), we introduce a mechanism to increase the state-specific
parameters. We introduce “sub-states”, where a state j will have Mj substates indexed 1 ≤ m ≤ Mj , each with its own vector vjm and associated subPMj
state weight cjm ≥ 0 with m=1
cjm = 1. The intuition is that the vectors vjm
should correspond to a particular point in phonetic space, and if a phonemein-context can be realized in multiple phonetically distinct ways then we
should use a mixture of these vectors. Replacing the single index j with the
pair j, m, the model is:
p(x|j) =

Mj
X

m=1

cjm

I
X

wjmi N (x; µjmi, Σi )

(5)

i=1

µjmi = Mi vjm
exp wiT vjm
wjmi = PI
.
T
i′ =1 exp wi′ vjm

(6)

x′ = A(s) x + b(s)

(8)

(7)

Our distribution in each state is now a mixture of mixtures, with Mj times I
Gaussians in state j. We now introduce further extensions relating to speaker
adaptation. We use a Constrained MLLR (CMLLR)3 feature transformation,
as in [8], whereby we replace the feature x with the transformed feature

where s is the speaker index. The CMLLR transform also introduces a
log determinant factor | det A(s) | into the likelihood. Constrained MLLR
is a very standard technique and we are just introducing the appropriate
notation to combine it with our method. At this stage we also describe
a speaker-adaptation technique that is tied to our SGMM framework. We
add a speaker-dependent offset in the mean for each Gaussian index i (see
the term Ni v(s) below). This is equivalent to training a separate speakerdependent offset on the features for each index i, but using the “subspace”
idea to combine the entire set of offsets into a single low-dimensional per3

Also known as fMLLR
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speaker parameter v(s) . The equations become:
(s)

p(x|j, s) = |det A |

Mj
X

cjm

m=1
(s)

(s)

wjmi N (x′ ; µjmi, Σi )

(9)

i=1

µjmi = Mi vjm + Ni v(s)
wjmi =

I
X

(10)

exp wiT vjm
.
PI
T
v
exp
w
′
′
jm
i
i =1

(11)

The symmetry of (10) mirrors the two-factor approach of Joint Factor Analysis [19]; there are also similarities to Eigenvoices [21] and Cluster Adaptive
Training [10]. The new speaker-specific parameter v(s) ∈ RT is a vector of
similar size to vjm , i.e. T ≃ S. This is a very simple form of adaptation:
the contributions from the speaker and the speech state are simply added
together. The weights are determined as before and are not affected by v(s) ;
we have not yet experimented with speaker-dependent mixture weights4 . In
test time the vectors v(s) would typically be learned by Maximum Likelihood
using a speaker independent decoding as supervision. In training time Ni
and v(s) would be learned by E-M along with all the other parameters; this
is the same idea as Speaker Adaptive Training [3].
In this paper we will also make use of an extension
to the CMLLR frame
work, in which the CMLLR matrix W(s) = A(s) ; b(s) is represented as a
sum of basis matrices:
W

(s)

= W0 +

B
X

(s)

ab Wb ,

(12)

b=1

where Wb are the basis matrices and W0 just represents the “default” matrix
[I ; 0]. This is the same model as [38], but we use a novel optimization method
to train the CMLLR matrix which naturally leads to an easy and efficient way
to estimate and use the basis matrices Wb , removing some of the practical
difficulties of the scheme described in [38]. This is useful if we want to do
CMLLR adaptation where the amounts of data to be adapted on are small.
Note that the basis representation of (12) along with our novel optimization
4

Speaker-dependent mixture weights are challenging to use efficiently; however, it seems
to be possible to solve this problem by structuring the likelihood evaluation in the right
way. We may experiment with this in future.
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method may also be employed with a conventionally structured system; we
will describe this in a separate paper.
1.5. Universal Background Model (UBM)
We mentioned that in speaker identification there is the notion of a Universal Background Model (UBM). This may be thought of as a generic mixture of Gaussians that models all classes. It is typically adapted by Maximum
A Posteriori (MAP) to the class (i.e., speaker) [32]. The UBM does not appear in our equations above but it is still needed for initialization of our
system (it would not be practical to train a model like this from scratch).
We also use the UBM to prune the Gaussian indices i on each frame; that is,
we evaluate the UBM likelihoods and retain, say, the top 10 scoring indices.
We note that the UBM and the number of Gaussians I are fixed throughout
training of the SGMM itself; the UBM training is a separate initialization
process.
1.6. Typical parameter count
Table 3: Example system sizes: J = 1500, D = 39
(a) Baseline: Mj = 18

(b) SGMM: S = 40, Mj = 5

Parameter
Parameter
Example
Name
Count
Count
State-specific parameters
µjm
DJ× #mix-comp 1 053 000
Σjm (diag) DJ× #mix-comp 1 053 000
cjm
J× #mix-comp
27 000
Total
2 133 000
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Parameter
Parameter
Example
Name
Count
Count
Global parameters
Mi
IDS
624 000
Σi
ID(D+1)/2
312 000
wi
IS
16 000
State-specific
P parameters
vjm
S j Mj
300 000
P
cjm
M
7500
j
j
Total (no UBM)
1 259 500
UBM parameters
Σ̄i
ID(D+1)/2
312 000
µ̄i
ID
15 600
w̄i
I
400
Total (w/ UBM)
1 587 500

We illustrate the ideas with a concrete example at this point, so the reader
can get a sense of the dimensions of the quantities involved. Tables 3(a)
and 3(b) show the sizes of a reasonably well optimized conventional and
SGMM-based system respectively, trained on about 10 hours of data (this
corresponds roughly to our English CallHome system). The SGMM system
has sub-states but no speaker adaptive parameters. The parameter count of
the SGMM system, excluding the UBM, is about 1.25 million, versus about
2.1 million in the baseline, but the amount of parameters that are tied to
specific speech states is much smaller in the SGMM system at only about 0.38
million, which is a factor of five fewer than the baseline. Because of this it is
possible to use out-of-domain data to train the shared parameters, and to use
a smaller quantity of more relevant data to train the state-specific parameters.
Also, because there are strongly diminishing returns to increasing I or S,
when we have more training data a well tuned SGMM system will tend to
be much more compact than a well tuned conventional system.
1.7. Overview of training procedure
We now briefly summarize the training procedure we used; we will provide further details in Section 6. Figure 2 shows the process. We start with a
traditional HMM-GMM system. This is how we obtain our phonetic context
tying information (the decision trees), and by clustering the Gaussians in this
system we have a convenient way to initialize the UBM. Experiments done
with the MAP-based setup described in [30] showed that this kind of initialization seemed to improve Word Error Rate (WER) versus training the UBM
from scratch. The HMM-GMM system is also used to obtain alignments for
early iterations of SGMM training. This was simply the most convenient
setup for us; there is no essential dependency on a traditional system. The
first steps are to initialize the UBM via a clustering process and to refine it
using E-M (without class labels) on the training data. After that we initialize the SGMM system; we do this in such a way that all the states’ pdfs are
equivalent to the UBM. Next there are two overall phases of E-M training:
the first uses the (Viterbi) state alignments of our baseline HMM-GMM, and
the second uses Viterbi alignments obtained from the SGMM itself. Each
phase is iterative. The diagram expands the second phase of SGMM training
(self aligned) to show the iterations. We alternate training different parameter types on different iterations, as in Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) [3].
The diagram is a slight idealization; in practice we are more aggressive and
update more parameter types than the theory allows (see Section 6). Period9

Figure 2: SGMM training procedure used here
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ically we split the sub-states vjm ; this is analogous to the Gaussian splitting
procedure in normal E-M training [39].
1.8. Expectation-Maximization for the SGMM
Our training is based on Expectation-Maximization. On each iteration
we accumulate statistics from all our training data and then maximize an
auxiliary function. It is not possible to compactly store sufficient statistics
that would allow us to train all parameter types on the same iteration and
guarantee an increase in likelihood. Particular pairs, such as Mi and vjm ,
are problematic here. Instead we alternate the update of different types of
parameter on different iterations.
10

The E-M updates for some parameter types, for example the matrices
Mi , are quite straightforward and are equivalent to maximizing a quadratic
auxiliary function. Something that does require some care here is that the
(negated) auxiliary function is not always positive definite. Our approach
is to leave the parameters the same in the null-space of the quadratic part
of the auxiliary function. Identifying null-spaces of matrices is hard in the
presence of roundoff errors [15], so we use a method that does this in a soft
manner without explicitly identifying the null-space (Appendix A).
The E-M updates for those parameters vjm and wi that determine the
weights wjmi are a little more complicated. The problem is the normalizing
(denominator) term of (7). Our solution to this problem involves a combination of auxiliary function inequalities and a quadratic approximation to an
auxiliary function.
Our E-M update for the CMLLR matrix, used for speaker adaptation, is
not the same as the traditional approach used for diagonal models [8]. The
problem is that we use full, not diagonal, covariance matrices. Although
techniques have been described that handle this case [35, 31], they are not
very efficient. Our approach is more efficient and also makes it easy to
represent the CMLLR matrix as a sum of basis matrices as in (12).
1.9. Strengths and weaknesses of the SGMM
One of the strengths of the SGMM is that it is relatively compact; in particular, the number of parameters that are associated with specific speech
states is quite small. This enables training with less data, and makes it
possible to take advantage of out-of-domain or even out-of-language data to
train the shared parameters. In experiments previously carried out at IBM
(see forthcoming book chapter [29]), this type of model gave more improvements with a small amount of training data (50 hours) than with 1000 hours.
However, it still outperformed a conventional model with 1000 hours of data.
There appears to be a qualitative difference between the SGMM and
conventional models: the optimal language-model scaling factor is closer to
unity than with a normal model (e.g. 10 rather than 13, in the experiments
described here). We choose to interpret this as arising from more accurate,
less noisy likelihoods.
The chief weakness of this type of model is that it is substantially more
complex to implement than the conventional one. In many situations, something as complex as this would have to be very substantially better than the
baseline to make it worth implementing. Although we show improvements
11

here, the improvements after Speaker Adaptive Training are probably not
yet of the required magnitude. One of the objectives of this paper is to make
it as easy as possible for others to implement these methods.
The flip side of this complexity is that the model has extra structure
that makes further developments easier. For instance, the shared index i
makes it possible to implement the speaker adaptation framework in which
we add a term Ni v(s) to the mean. There are many further extensions that
one can consider; for example, introducing a two-level structure (with two
indices replacing i) with different amounts of sharing at different levels. Our
hope is that with further work, both modeling improvements and tuning, the
advantages of this type of system will become substantial enough to make
the extra work worthwhile.
1.10. Overview of the rest of this document
From this point we describe the SGMM framework in more detail, including all the key equations necessary to implement it. Due to space concerns
we generally omit derivations (see [26]), but we attempt to explain the basic principles behind the derivations where they are not obvious. The order
of sections is dictated to some extent by the desire to always refer to earlier rather than later equation numbers; this is why we put fast likelihood
evaluation (Section 3) before the section on accumulation (Section 4).
Section 2 describes how we initialize the UBM and the SGMM. Section 3
describes our methods for fast likelihood evaluation in the SGMM framework. Section 4 provides accumulation equations for all parameter types
(the Expectation step of an E-M procedure). Section 5 describes the Maximization steps for all parameter types. Section 6 summarizes the overall E-M
procedure and provides details on our typical training schedule. Section 7 explains our data-sets and experimental setup. Section 8 contains experimental
results, and we conclude in Section 9. In Appendix A, we describe some optimization procedures for quadratic auxiliary functions. Appendix Appendix
B provides the details of the Constrained MLLR update.
2. Initialization
The first stage of initialization is to obtain a trained UBM. Next we obtain
from the UBM a feature-normalizing transform that is used during SGMM
initialization; next, we initialize the SGMM itself.
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2.1. UBM initialization and training
The Universal Background Model (UBM) is a mixture of Gaussians with
means µ̄i , full covariances Σ̄i and weights w̄i . In our experiments, we first
initialized this by clustering the diagonal Gaussians in the baseline HMMGMM system to obtain a mixture of diagonal Gaussians. The clustering
algorithm we use differs from the one described in [26], for efficiency reasons.
Initially we create a large GMM consisting of all the (diagonal) Gaussians in
the baseline HMM set, with weights proportional to the weights within the
HMM states multiplied by the state occupation probabilities. Then, while
the number of Gaussians is more than the desired number, we merge the pair
of Gaussians i and j that would result in the least log-likelihood reduction,
computed as follows where k is the index of the merged Gaussian:
w

∆L = w2i log det Σi + 2j log det Σj − w2k log det Σk
wk = wi + wj
µk = (wi µi + wj µj )/wk


w
Σk = diag wwki (Σi + µi µTi ) + wkj (Σj + µj µTj ) − µk µTk

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Since evaluating the cost of merging each pair of Gaussians in the original
HMM set would be too expensive, during an initial stage we only allow the
merging of Gaussians in “similar” states, with similarity being judged by
the metric of Equation (13) applied to Gaussians obtained by merging all
the Gaussians in each state (we assign equal weights to all these merged
Gaussians when evaluating (13) for this purpose).
After clustering, we train the resulting GMM with 8 E-M iterations of
full-covariance re-estimation on all of the speech data. In each update we set
the weights to all be the same, to encourage even distribution of data among
the Gaussians. We limit the condition number of variance matrices to 105 by
flooring eigenvalues, and remove Gaussians if too many of their eigenvalues
are floored in this way (our limit was 5); in practice this only results in the
removal of one or two Gaussians.
2.2. Feature normalizing transform
A feature normalizing transform J ∈ RD×D (this is the same as T−1
in [26]) which is similar to the inverse of an LDA transformation but without
dimensionality reduction, is computed prior to initializing the model. This
transform is needed during model initialization to enable us to handle the
13

case where S < D + 1 or T < D in a non-arbitrary way, and also later on
if we want to increase the phonetic or speaker subspace dimensions S or T .
We compute:
ΣW =
µ =

I
X

i=1
I
X

w̄i Σ̄i

(17)

w̄i µ̄i

(18)

i=1

I
X

ΣB =
ΣW
S
S
J

=
=
=
=

w̄i µ̄i µ̄Ti

i=1
T

!

− µµT

LL (Cholesky decomposition)
L−1 ΣB L−T
UDVT (SVD)
LU

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

We require that the Singular Value Decomposition be sorted by decreasing
singular value. From this procedure we only need to retain J.
2.3. Model initialization
The goal of model initialization is to provide a good starting point for
E-M optimization. We initialize the model so that the GMM in each state j
is identical to the starting UBM. We also ensure that the matrices Mi and
Ni have reasonable values so that the training of the vectors vjm can get
started. We initialize with just one sub-state per state. When we initialize,
the subspace dimensions S and T will be specified by the user. A typical
configuration is to set S = D+1 and T = 0, since the speaker subspace can
be initialized at a later iteration. We require that S ≤ D + 1 and T ≤ D.
The initialization is:
Mj
cj1
vj1
Mi
Ni
wi
Σi

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
e1 ∈ RS
[ µ̄i j1 . . . jS−1 ]
[ j1 . . . jT ]
0 ∈ RS
Σ̄i
14

(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)

where e1 = [1 0 . . . 0] is a unit vector in the first dimension, and jd is the d’th
column of the matrix J computed in (23). This initialization is such that the
initial values of µj1i are the same as the UBM means µ̄i , and the elements
of the state vectors vj1 and the speaker vectors v(s) are interpreted as offsets
on the means in the LDA-normalized space. The transform J ensures that
when not using the full dimensionality of the feature space, we always take
the most important directions.
3. Likelihood evaluation
3.1. Overview
Naı̈vely implemented, this style of model would be very inefficient to
evaluate likelihoods with. It is not possible to store the expanded model’s
means in memory; computing the means for a state j on the fly and evaluating
all the likelihoods in the most obvious way would take about 2Mj IDS +
Mj ID 2 = 10.8 million flops in our example, versus only about 3Mj I = 2106
flops for the baseline setup. However, it is possible to make the speeds
comparable by a combination of clever computation and pruning. We prune
the indices I using the UBM to the most likely 10 or 20 indices, and organize
the computation in such a way that the extra computation in flops for each
Gaussian evaluated is 2S where S is the subspace dimension. Pruning to 10
indices, this amounts to 5000 flops in our example system; however, being a
simple dot product it will typically be faster per flop than the baseline. Below
we describe how we organize the computation for fast likelihood evaluation.
3.2. Global and speaker-specific pre-computation
We need to compute a quantity njmi for each Gaussian in the system.
This contains data-independent terms in the log-likelihood:
njmi = log cjm + log wjmi

− 12 log det Σi + D log(2π) + µTjmiΣ−1
i µjmi

(31)

using µjmi = Mi vjm . This requires a significant amount of computation
and should be done during model update to avoid repeating the work each
time a process reads in the model. The quantities njmi actually dominate
the memory requirements
of this model; in our example, the number of these
P
quantities is I j Mj = 3 000 000, which is about twice as large as the model.
15

If using the speaker vectors v(s) , then for each speaker we also need to
compute the offsets:
(s)
oi = Niv(s) .
(32)
3.3. Per-frame Gaussian selection and pre-computation
On each frame we first compute the adapted features, if we are doing
CMLLR adaptation:
x′ (t) = A(s) x(t) + b(s) .
(33)
Next we use the UBM to compute a set of P pruned indices i1 . . . iP . In order
to avoid doing a full covariance computation on all of the I Gaussians in the
UBM, we first use the diagonal versions of the covariances Σ̄diag
which are the
i
same as Σ̄i but with the off-diagonal elements set to zero. We compute the
(s)
diagonal versions of the likelihoods, w̄i N (x′(t) − oi |µ̄i, Σ̄diag
), take the top
i
(s)
diag
′
P
indices, compute the selected full likelihoods w̄i N (x (t) − oi |µ̄i , Σ̄i ),
and select the top P indices {i1 . . . iP }. We used P diag = 50, P = 15.
For each i ∈ {i1 . . . iP }, we next compute and store:
(s)

xi (t) = x′ (t) − oi
zi (t) = MTi Σ−1
i xi (t)
ni (t) = log | det A(s) | − 12 xi (t)T Σ−1
i xi (t)

(34)
(35)
(36)

where xi (t) is the speaker-adapted version of the features used for Gaussian
index i, the dot product of zi (t) with vjm gives the “cross-term” in the
likelihood, and ni (t) contains likelihood terms for index i and frame t.
3.4. Gaussian likelihood computation
The log-likelihood for state j, sub-state m and Gaussian i is:
log p(x(t), m, i|j) = ni (t) + njmi + zi (t)·vjm .

(37)

The total log-likelihood for state j is:
log p(x(t)|j) = log

X

p(x(t), m, i|j).

(38)

m,i

These kinds of summations should be done using a “log add” function that
computes f (a, b) = log(exp a + exp b) without ever calculating exp a or exp b
directly.
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4. Accumulation for SGMM training
4.1. Overview
In this section, we describe the various quantities that are accumulated
from the data during SGMM training. This is the Expectation step of an EM training procedure. We present this as if we were updating all parameter
types on each iteration, but in fact from a theoretical point of view we cannot
update all parameter types on each iteration. We do not discuss which types
of parameters can be updated together since in practice it is usually better
to combine them more aggressively than the E-M theory predicts is possible,
so we are content to treat it an empirical issue. See [26, Section 6.3] for
more discussion. In our implementation, the set of parameter types to be
updated is defined by a set of flags supplied on each iteration of training; we
will describe a typical setup in Section 6.
4.2. Posterior computation
Accumulation for all the different parameter types requires posteriors over
the individual Gaussians. These can be computed from the per-Gaussian and
per-state likelihoods of Equations (37) and (38) respectively:
γjmi (t) ≡ p(j, m, i|t)
p(x(t), m, i|j)
= p(j|t)
p(x(t)|j)

(39)

where p(j|t) ≡ γj (t) will be supplied by some standard forward-backward or
Viterbi algorithm. In our implementation, γj (t) is a zero or one posterior
based on a Viterbi alignment which on the first few iterations of training is
obtained using likelihoods from the baseline GMM system, and thereafter is
obtained using the SGMM itself.
In our implementation we did not do any further pruning on these posteriors computed in Equation (39) over and above pruning to the top P
indices i, because we recompute the Viterbi alignment on each iteration and
the training time is dominated by this. However, it is possible to speed up
the actual accumulation by further pruning because most of the posteriors
γjmi(t) are extremely small. An effective randomized pruning algorithm that
preserves the expected value of statistics is described in [26, Section 10.1].
When pruning the posteriors, care must be taken to replace quantities which
represent a number of frames, e.g. appearing in Equation (51), with totals
of pruned posteriors which may differ slightly from the frame counts.
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4.3. Accumulation for model parameters
The count statistics γjmi should be computed on all iterations of E-M as
they appear in the updates of most of the parameter types:
X
γjmi =
γjmi (t).
(40)
t

The accumulation needed to re-compute the vectors vjm is:
X
yjm =
γjmi(t)zi (t)

(41)

t,i

with zi (t) as given by Equation (35). This is the main linear term in the
auxiliary function for vjm ; the quadratic term can be worked out from the
counts γjmi and the model itself.
The statistics for the model projections Mi are
X
γjmi (t)xi (t)vjm T .
(42)
Yi =
t,j,m

These are also used for re-estimation of the variances Σi .
The statistics for the speaker projections Ni are analogous to the statistics
needed to update the model projections Mi . We first define a speaker-space
analogue to xi (t), in which we treat the main mean term as an offset to be
subtracted from the features:
xjmi (t) = x′ (t) − µjmi

(43)

using µjmi = Mi vjm . We accumulate:
X
T
Zi =
γjmi(t)xjmi (t)v(s(t))

(44)

t,j,m

where s(t) is the speaker active on frame t. We also have to accumulate some
weighted outer products of the speaker vectors:
X
T
Ri =
γjmi (t)v(s(t)) v(s(t))
(45)
t,j,m

=

X
s




X

t∈T (s),j,m
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γjmi(t) v(s) v(s)

T

(46)

where s(t) is the speaker active on frame t, and we use T (s) to represent the
set of frames valid for this speaker s. Equations (45) and (46) are respectively
a convenient and a more efficient way to compute these statistics. This
quantity is symmetric so only the lower triangular part should be stored.
The following statistics are needed in order to update the within-class
variances Σi :
X
Si =
γjmi(t)xi (t)xi (t)T .
(47)
t,j,m

4.4. Accumulation for speaker adaptation
The accumulation required to estimate the speaker vectors v(s) is analogous to the sub-state vectors accumulation in Equation (41); however, this
is a speaker-specific parameter so the accumulation is done separately per
speaker . We define a speaker-subspace analogue to the quantity zi (t) of (35),
which we write as:
zjmi (t) = NTi Σ−1
(48)
i xjmi (t),
with xjmi (t) as defined in Equation (43). The statistics are accumulated as
follows, where T (s) is the set of frame indices for speaker s:
X
(s)
γi
=
γjmi(t)
(49)
t∈T (s),j,m

y

(s)

X

=

γjmi (t)zjmi (t).

(50)

t∈T (s),i,j,m

Our statistics for CMLLR estimation are:
β (s) = |T (s)|
X
K(s) =

(51)
(s)

γjmi(t)Σ−1
i µjmi x(t)

+T

(52)

t∈T (s),j,m,i

(s)
Si

=

X

γjmi (t)x(t)+ x(t)+

T

(53)

t∈T (s),j,m
+

where x =



x
1



and we need to compute:
(s)

(s)

µjmi = Mi vjm + oi
(s)

with oi

as given in Equation (32).
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(54)

5. Model updates
5.1. Overview
In this section we provide the update formulae for the various parameter types of this model. This is the Maximization step of an E-M process.
Derivations are not supplied; see [26], but where they are not obvious we
will explain the approach we used. In the following equations we will write
x̂ for the newly updated value of parameter x, and just x for the unchanged
one (although in auxiliary functions x can represent a variable to be solved
for). The order of update is not critical and if the update for a parameter type y refers to the updated value of a different parameter type x̂, if x
has not yet been updated we can just use the unmodified value. Thus, x̂
can be interpreted as the updated value of x, if available. For all parameter
types we compute the auxiliary function changes ∆Q for diagnostic purposes;
these are most useful when summed per parameter type and normalized by
dividing by the overall frame count. As mentioned, the E-M theory does
not guarantee convergence if all parameter types are updated simultaneously
but in our implementation we allow the user to specify any combination of
parameter types to be updated on any iteration.
5.2. Sub-state vectors update
Before updating the sub-state vectors vjm we need to pre-compute the
quantities
Hi = MTi Σ−1
Mi
X i
γjm =
γjmi .
i
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(55)
(56)

We write the linear and quadratic terms of the auxiliary function as gjm and
Hjm respectively, and the auxiliary function is as follows5 :
T
Q(vjm ) = vjm ·gjm − 21 vjm
Hjm vjm


X
γjmi − γjmŵjmi
gjm = yjm +
ŵi
+ max(γjmi, γjmŵjmi )(ŵi ·vjm )
i
X
Hjm =
γjmi Hi + max(γjmi , γjmŵjmi )ŵi ŵiT .

(57)

v̂jm = solve vec(Hjm, gjm , vjm , K max )

(60)

(58)
(59)

i

The notation ŵjmi means the weights computed with the updated values ŵi
of the wi quantities if those were updated before vjm , but in fact we update
the vectors vjm first; in this case the distinction is irrelevant and we could
write wi and wjmi above. The quantity vjm on the right of (58) refers to the
current (pre-update) value of vjm . Equation (57) should be used to measure
the auxiliary function change. The solution v̂jm = H−1
jm gjm does not work
for singular Hjm, so we do
where the function solve vec is defined in Appendix A; the parameter K max
represents a maximum matrix condition number (e.g. 10 000).
5.3. Sub-state weights estimation
The estimation of the sub-state weights cjm associated with the vectors
vjm is very simple. The auxiliary function is:
X
Q({cjm , 1 ≤ j ≤ J, 1 ≤ m ≤ Mj }) =
γjm log cjm
(61)
j,m

P

with the data count γjm = i γjmi . The sub-state weights must sum to 1
over all m for a particular j, so the update is:
γjm
ĉjm = PMj
.
(62)
m=1 γjm
5

Most experiments in this paper were run with a previous version of the auxiliary
function, with only the second term of the max expression; experiments show no consistent
difference except the previous version is subject to a rare instability in specific conditions.
Instability is possible because this is a weak-sense auxiliary function in the sense of [25],
and unlike the update for wi described below we do not check the convergence of the
“exact” auxiliary function because we generally believe the contribution from the weight
term, which is responsible for the potential instability, is small. Reading Section 5.6 should
provide more insight into this issue.
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The auxiliary function change should be computed using Equation (61).
5.4. Update for model projections
The auxiliary function for the projection matrix Mi is:
−1
T
1
Q(Mi ) = tr (MTi Σ−1
i Yi ) − 2 tr (Σi Mi Qi Mi )

where Yi are the statistics accumulated in Equation (42) and
X
T
Qi =
γjmi vjm vjm
.

(63)

(64)

j,m

If Qi is not singular, the solution is M̂i = Yi Q−1
i , but to cover the general
case we should do the update as:
max
M̂i = solve mat(Qi , Yi , Σ−1
)
i , Mi , K

(65)

where the function solve mat is as defined in Appendix A; the maximum
matrix condition number K max can be the same as above (e.g. 10 000).
5.5. Update for speaker projections
The update for the speaker projections Ni is analogous to the update for
the model projections Mi . The auxiliary function is:
−1
T
1
Q(Ni ) = tr (NTi Σ−1
i Zi ) − 2 tr (Σi Ni Ri Ni )

(66)

where Zi and Ri are statistics accumulated in Equations (44) and (46); the
basic solution is N̂i = Zi R−1
and the “safe” update is:
i
max
N̂i = solve mat(Ri, Zi , Σ−1
).
i , Ni , K

5.6. Update for weight projections
The auxiliary function that we are optimizing is:
X
Q(w1 . . . wI ) =
γjmi log wjmi .

(67)

(68)

j,m,i

We will not go through the full derivation of the update formulae (see [26, Section 11.7]), but since the derivation for the weight update is not as straightforward as some of the other derivations we will describe the steps involved.
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P
From Equation (7) we can see that log wjmi = wiT vjm −log Ii′ =1 exp wiT′ vjm ,
in which the second term is problematic. We can use the inequality 1 −
(x/x̄) ≤ − log(x/x̄), which is an equality at x = P
x̄, to get rid of the log in
the second term and turn it into a sum of terms i′ exp wiT′ vjm , multiplied
by a constant. This step is useful because it removes any correlations in the
objective function between different values of i. Then we use a second-order
Taylor series approximation to the exponential function to get a quadratic
form which is easy to optimize. We make a further modification at this point
which is to take a term γjmwjmi which is a weighting term in the quadratic
part of the auxiliary function, and replace it with max(γjmi , γjmwjmi ). This
means that if the value of this term around the unconstrained ML solution
would be larger, we take that larger value, and it reflects the heuristic that the
weights will probably get closer to the unconstrained ML solution. Taking
the larger one is the “safer” option, as this makes the Hessian more negative. We ensure that the resulting auxiliary function still has the same local
gradient as (68). By “unconstrained ML solution” we mean the solution we
would get if we estimated the weights wjmi as parameters directly.
After the manipulations described above, we can obtain the quadratic
auxiliary function and update formula of Equations (70) to (73). This is
(p)
a “weak-sense” auxiliary function in the sense of [25]. Below, wi is the
updated weight on iteration p of an iterative process, and we write the weights
computed on iteration p as follows:
(p)

(p)
wjmi

exp wi ·v̂jm

= PI

(p)

i′ =1

exp wi′ ·v̂jm

.

(69)

We use the updated vectors v̂jm in this calculation, if available. In our
(0)
experiments we generally used Pw = 3 iterations, taking wi = wi and
(P )
ŵi = wi w . The auxiliary function on iteration p for 1 ≤ p ≤ Pw is:
(p)

(p)

(p−1)

Q(wi ) = (wi − wi
(p)

(p)

gi

(p)

) · gi

(p−1)

(p)

(p)

(p−1)

− 21 (wi − wi
)T Fi (wi − wi
X
(p−1)
=
(γjmi − γjmwjmi )v̂jm

)

(70)
(71)

j,m

(p)

Fi

=

X

(p−1)

T
max(γjmi, γjmwjmi )v̂jm v̂jm
.

j,m
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(72)

(p)

The basic solution is wi
(p)

wi

(p−1)

= wi

(p−1)

= wi

(p) −1 (p)
gi ,

+ Fi

(p)

and the “safe” solution is:

(p)

+ solve vec(Fi , gi , 0, K max ).

(73)

However, we need to modify this process to ensure convergence. Maximizing
(70) is not guaranteed to increase the “exact” auxiliary function of (68) so
on each iteration we need to check whether (68) decreased and if so decrease
(p−1)
the step size (e.g., go halfway back to wi
).
There is a choice as to whether we do the update of Equation (73) and
the subsequent step of checking the auxiliary function, sequentially or in
parallel. In the sequential version, we do the update for each i in turn; in the
parallel one we do them all at the same time (this does not relate to parallel
processing). The parallel version is simpler and easier to implement but the
sequential version seems likely to be safer in preventing parameter overshoot.
It is the parallel version that corresponds to Equations (70) to (73). Our
experiments on the difference between the parallel and sequential versions
have been inconclusive. Because the performance of the model seems to
be quite sensitive to the weight update process we give both methods as
Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2. In the sequential version, the normalizer kjm and
quantities added to or subtracted from it should be stored as log values, and
the algorithm requires a “log subtract” function similar to the normal “log
add” function. We recommend implementing a “log” version of a + b − c by
first computing the absolute difference between b and c and then adding or
subtracting it from a as appropriate. Care should be taken that round-off
errors do not cause the while loop to fail to terminate (e.g. introduce a
maximum number of iterations).
The methods used here to derive the weight update were also used to
derive the update for the vectors vjm in Section 5.2 because the vectors also
affect the weights wjmi; however, in the updates described in Section 5.2 we
do not check convergence of the “exact” auxiliary function because we believe
that the auxiliary function for the vectors is dominated by terms arising from
the mean.
Bearing in mind the complexity of the methods described here, one can
ask whether a simpler method such as conjugate gradient descent might
suffice. One reason is that for the update of the vectors vjm (Section 5.2),
a method based on auxiliary functions is easier to integrate with the other
part of the auxiliary function. However for wi it is quite possible that a
simpler and equally effective method using conjugate gradient methods could
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be devised.
Algorithm 5.1 Weight update: sequential version
1: ∀i, ŵi ← wi
P
2: ∀(j, m), kjm ←
i exp(ŵi · v̂jm ) // store as log
3: for p ← 1 . . . Pw do
4:
for i ← 1 . . . I do
5:
ŵtmp ← ŵi
6:
UsingPŵjmi = exp(ŵi · v̂jm − log kjm ),
7:
g ← j,m (γjmi − γjm ŵjmi )v̂jm
P
T
8:
F ← j,m max(γjmi , γjmŵjmi )v̂jm v̂jm
max
9:
ŵi ← ŵ
+ solve vec(F, g, 0, K )
iP

ŵi − ŵtmp )· v̂jm
j,m γjmi (

10:
while 
1+ exp(ŵi · v̂jm − kjm) < 0 do
−γjm log
−exp(ŵtmp · v̂jm − kjm)
11:
ŵi ← 12 (ŵtmp + ŵi )
12:
end while
13:
∀(j, m), kjm ← kjm+exp(ŵi · v̂jm)−exp(ŵtmp· v̂jm )
14:
end for
15: end for

5.7. Update for within-class covariances
The update for Σi (prior to flooring) is:
X
Smeans
=
γjmi µjmi µTjmi
i

(74)

j,m

Σml
i

= (1/γi) Si + Smeans
− Yi MTi − Mi YiT
i



(75)

P
where the covariance statistics Si were accumulated in (47) and γi = j,m γjmi.
Note that (74),(75) do not refer to any updated quantities. As with convenavg
tional systems,
variance
P
P flooring is helpful. The floor used is f Σ , where
avg
ml
Σ = ( i γi Σi )/ i γi and e.g. f = 0.2 is a reasonable setting. We set
avg
Σ̂i ← floor(Σml
) using the floor function defined in Algorithm 5.3.
i , fΣ
The auxiliary function change for the variance Σi can be calculated as:


γi
−1 ml
−1 ml
∆Q(Σi ) = − 2 log det Σ̂i − log det Σi + tr (Σ̂i Σi ) − tr (Σi Σi ) .
(76)
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Algorithm 5.2 Weight update: “parallel” version
1: ∀i, ŵi ← wi
exp(ŵi ·v̂jm )
2: ∀(j, m, i), ŵjmi ← P ′ exp(ŵ
i′ ·v̂jm )
i
3: for p ← 1 . . . Pw do
P
4:
a ← j,m,i γjmi log ŵjmi
5:
for i ← 1 . . . I do
6:
ŵitmp P
← ŵi
7:
g ← j,m (γjmi − γjm ŵjmi )v̂jm
P
T
8:
F ← j,m max(γjmi , γjmŵjmi )v̂jm v̂jm
max
9:
ŵi ← ŵi + solve vec(F, g, 0, K )
10:
end for
exp(ŵi ·v̂jm )
11:
∀(j, m, i), ŵjmi ← P ′ exp(ŵ
i′ ·v̂jm )
i
P
12:
while
γ
log
ŵ
< a do
jmi
jmi
j,m,i
tmp
1
13:
∀i, ŵi ← 2 (ŵi + ŵi )
exp(ŵi ·v̂jm )
14:
∀(j, m, i), ŵjmi ← P ′ exp(ŵ
i′ ·v̂jm )
i
15:
end while
16: end for

Algorithm 5.3 S̃ = floor(S, F)
Require: F symmetric positive definite
Require: S symmetric positive semi-definite
1: F = LLT (Cholesky decomposition)
2: T ← L−1 SL−T
3: T = UDVT (Singular Value Decomposition)
4: Set diagonal matrix D̃ to D floored to 1, i.e. d˜ii = max(dii , 1).
5: T̃ ← UD̃UT // Important to use the same matrix (e.g. U) on left and right.
6: S̃ ← LT̃LT
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5.8. Sub-state splitting
If sub-states are to be used, it is necessary to split sub-states to reach
the desired number. We set a target overall number of sub-states N on each
iteration, and work out from this a target number of sub-states for each state
j. The way we do this is similar to HTK’s PS command in HHEd6 ; we assign
the sub-states proportional to a small power p, typically 0.2, of the data
1
countP
for that state. Thus we have a target N(j) = max(1, ⌊αγjp +P
⌋), where
2
γj = m,i γjmi is the total count
for
state
j,
and
α
is
set
so
that
j N(j) is
P p
close to the target N; α = N/ j γj is a reasonable approximation. Choosing
which set of sub-states m to split within a state j can be based on highest
count γjm. Prior to splitting we compute a matrix H(sm) and its Cholesky
factor G as follows:
1 X
γi Hi
(77)
H(sm) = P
i γi i

H(sm) = GGT (Cholesky decomposition)
(78)
P
where Hi is as defined in (55) and γi = j,m γjmi. H(sm) is analogous to
an averaged inverse variance on the vectors vjm , and we use it to provide a
natural scaling. When we split a sub-state m we divide the weight cjm in
two, and perturb the resulting two vectors by
±0.1G−1 r

(79)

where r is a random normally distributed vector (e.g., obtained using the
Box-Muller method), drawn independently for each split. Compare with the
Gaussian mixture splitting approach used in HTK [39].
5.9. Increasing the phonetic or speaker-subspace dimension
If the desired phonetic dimension S is larger than D +1, it is necessary
to train the model for some iterations and then increase S by some amount
no larger than D. The same is true of the speaker-subspace dimension T . If
we were increasing S to S ′ or T to T ′ , we would do respectively:
Mi ← [Mi j1 . . . jS ′ −S ]
Ni ← [Ni j1 . . . jT ′ −T ]
6

Not documented in current HTK Book
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(80)
(81)

where jd is the d’th column of the matrix J computed in (23). The sub-state
vectors vjm and the weight projections wi would be extended by appending
S ′ − S zeros. If the speaker vectors v(s) were being stored between iterations
rather than being computed afresh each time we would also append T ′ − T
zeros to the speaker vectors v(s) .
5.10. Update for speaker vectors
The update for the speaker vectors v(s) does not take place at the Maximization step of the overall E-M process, but as part of a separate E-M
process specific to the speaker. For this update, we use the count and linear
(s)
statistics γi and y(s) accumulated in (49) and (50). We should pre-compute
the quantities
Hspk
= NTi Σ−1
(82)
i
i Ni
which are speaker-subspace versions of (55). The auxiliary function is:
T

Q(v(s) ) = v(s) ·y(s) − 12 v(s) H(s) v(s)
X (s) spk
H(s) =
γi Hi .

(83)
(84)

i

−1

The solution is v̂(s) = H(s) y(s) if H(s) is invertible, and to cover the general
case we do:
v̂(s) = solve vec(H(s) , y(s) , v(s) , K max ).
(85)
In our implementation, during training we recompute v(s) on each iteration
of overall E-M, starting from v(s) = 0 each time and using just one iteration
of E-M per speaker. During testing we use either one or two iterations of
E-M, again starting from v(s) = 0.
5.11. Update for Constrained MLLR: Overview
Here we provide an overview of the CMLLR update. The details are in
Appendix Appendix B; here we aim to give some idea of the structure of the
computation. We do not use the standard row-by-row update method [8]
because it only applies to diagonal models. There are extensions that work
for full-covariance models [35, 31] but the method we use here is more efficient. We optimize the matrix by repeated line-search in a preconditioned
gradient direction. There are two pre-computation tasks that must be done
at training time. The first phase of pre-computation requires as input the
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SGMM and per-state data counts γj , and it outputs a normalizing transform Wpre with the same structure as a CMLLR matrix, together with a
diagonal matrix D that corresponds to eigenvalues in an LDA problem. The
second task is to train the basis of Equation (12), if needed, and this requires
statistics accumulated from the training data; the problem is like PCA in
dimension D(D+1). In test time, our computation is an iterative procedure
like the standard row-by-row update; it requires the pre-computed quantities
together with the statistics from Equations (51) to (53).
6. Training schedule
In this section we provide further details on our overall training procedure,
and explain our schedule for updating parameters. Before training our UBM
and SGMM, we assume that some kind of baseline system (e.g. a GMM
system) has been supplied; we call this Λprev . This also supplies the phone
context tying (decision trees) for use in the SGMM system. The initialization
of the UBM and SGMM is as described in Section 2.3. Before explaining
the detailed E-M schedule, we first summarize the accumulation and update
phases of the E-M process.
Algorithm 6.1 shows the accumulation process, assuming we are using
speaker vectors; N old−align represents the number of initial iterations on which
we align with the old (GMM) system. This algorithm mainly shows that we
need to estimate the speaker vectors for the speaker before accumulating
the main statistics. The types of statistics we accumulate will be dictated
by a set of flags on each iteration. Algorithm 6.2 shows the update phase.
The main point of showing this is to specify the order of update we use and
to show the other tasks that we do in the update phase, such as splitting
sub-states.
Table 4 shows the training schedule we used in our experiments. We train
the system in “epochs” of 8 iterations each. In the system described in the
table, speaker vectors were used, but we did not use CMLLR in training
time. We update Mi and Ni on alternate iterations. Even when not using
the speaker subspace, we still typically update Mi only on every other iteration. Using eight iterations between each phase of sub-state splitting was
probably not necessary but was done in order to accurately test the word
error rate at each phase. We used N old−align = 8, i.e. we aligned using the
baseline HTK model for the first epoch. The table does not mention estimation of the CMLLR pre-transform (Appendix B.2) or basis (Appendix B.3).
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Algorithm 6.1 Accumulation for speaker s on iteration n
1: if T > 0 (speaker subspace set up) then
2:
v(s) ← 0
3:
for each utterance of this speaker do
4:
Obtain Viterbi alignment γj (t) from our model Λ, or from Λprev if
n < N old−align .
(s)
5:
Accumulate speaker-vectors statistics y(s) and γi
6:
end for
7:
Compute v(s) (Section 5.10)
8: end if
9: for each utterance of this speaker do
10:
Obtain Viterbi alignment γj (t) from our model Λ, or from Λprev if
n < N old−align .
11:
Accumulate statistics for selected subset of parameters, see Section 4
12: end for
13: if computing CMLLR basis on this iteration then
14:
Do accumulation for second CMLLR computation phase; see Appendix B.3, Equation (B.10).
15: end if

Algorithm 6.2 Update phase for SGMMs
1: Do some specified subset of the E-M updates below:
2:
Update vectors vjm // Section 5.2.
3:
Update sub-state weights cjm // Section 5.3.
4:
Update projections Mi // Section 5.4.
5:
Update speaker projections Ni // Section 5.5.
6:
Update weight projections wi // Section 5.6.
7:
Update covariance matrices Σi // Section 5.7.
8: If requested on this iteration, do some subset of the following tasks:
9:
Split sub-states // Section 5.8
10:
Increase the dimensions S or T // Section 5.9
11:
Estimate the pre-transform for CMLLR // Appendix B.2
12:
Estimate the CMLLR basis // Appendix B.3
13: Recompute normalizers njmi // Section 3.2
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Table 4: Typical training schedule
Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Iteration
First (1)
Even (2,4,6,8)
Initialize with S = 40, T = 0
v
v, M, Σ, w
v, Σ, w
v, M, Σ, w
v, Σ, w
Split: 2700 sub-states
v, c, M, Σ, w
Increase T to 39
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, M, Σ, w
Split: 4000 sub-states
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, M, Σ, w
Split: 6000 sub-states
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, M, Σ, w
Split: 9000 sub-states
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, M, Σ, w
Split: 12000 sub-states
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, M, Σ, w
Split: 16000 sub-states

Odd (3,5,7)
v, M, Σ, w
v, Σ, w
v, c, N, Σ, w

Align
Prev

Self

v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, N, Σ, w
v, c, N, Σ, w

In most experiments, we did not use the CMLLR basis and in those cases we
estimated the pre-transform from the model in test time if needed for adaptation. In order to make this possible without loading statistics, we stored
the per-state counts γj with the model. In experiments where we used the
CMLLR basis, we computed the pre-transform and basis on each training
epoch.
7. Experimental setup
7.1. Software environment
Experiments were conducted in a newly written C++ framework but leveraging a large amount of existing freely available code. We used HTK [39]
to extract features and build the baseline models. We also made use of the
HTK-generated phonetic context decision trees. We used the OpenFST [1]
Weighted Finite State Transducer [24] library and command line tools to
simplify the tasks of training and decoding. Language models (LMs) were
built using the SRILM tools [37]. Our SGMM training and evaluation code
makes heavy use of matrix operations, and for this we created a C++ wrapper
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for standard C-based matrix and vector libraries. We use the ATLAS and
CLAPACK libraries and some code derived from the TNT library. Work is
ongoing to prepare our code for public release; please contact the authors for
availability.
7.2. Data sets and baseline systems
We report experiments on the CallHome English, Spanish and German
databases. The CallHome corpora were collected by the Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC) for those languages and also for Arabic, Mandarin and
Japanese. We chose CallHome because of the manageable size of the databases,
which led to fast turnaround time in experiments, and because multiple languages were available in a common format. The conversational nature of
the CallHome data along with high out-of-vocabulary rates, use of foreign
words and telephone channel distortions make speech recognition on these
databases challenging.
7.2.1. English system
The English CallHome database [5] consists of 120 spontaneous telephone
conversations between native English speakers. Eighty conversations, corresponding to about 15 hours of speech, are used as training data. Two sets of
20 conversations, roughly containing 1.8 hours of speech each, form the test
and development sets. We use 39 dimensional PLP [18] features including
delta and delta-delta parameters. Using HTK we built standard 3-state leftto-right cross-word context dependent baseline systems, with and without
Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT), and tested with and without CMLLR.
Our lexicon contains 62K words, with an OOV rate of 0.4% on the test
data. Our trigram language model was built using the SRILM tools [37],
and has 3.5 million n-grams in total with a perplexity of 95. It is interpolated from individual models created from the English CallHome training
data, the Switchboard corpus [13], the Gigaword corpus [17], and 100 million
words of web data. Weights are trained on the development test set. The
web data was obtained by searching the web for sentences containing high
frequency bigrams and trigrams occurring in the training text of the CallHome corpus. We also built a bigram language model on the same data, for
faster decoding turnaround and less memory usage. The 90K PRONLEX
dictionary [20] with 47 phones is used as the lexicon; this is supplied with
the CallHome corpus by the LDC.
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7.2.2. Spanish and German systems
Similar to the English database, the CallHome Spanish and German
databases [7, 6] consist of 120 and 100 spontaneous telephone conversations
respectively between native speakers. This gives 16 and 15 hours of speech
respectively in the training sets. Two sets of 20 conversations, containing
2 and 3.7 hours of speech respectively, form the test sets for the Spanish
and German systems. The word-list for Spanish contains 45K words, and
the language model is trained on the Spanish CallHome transcripts and 20
million words of web data, collected as above; the interpolation weight was
estimated on the test data in this case. The language model had 1.4 million
n-grams in total and a perplexity of 127. The Spanish pronunciation dictionary, provided by the LDC for the CallHome corpus, was automatically
generated from letter to sound rules. The features and type of system are as
for English. We did not create a word-level decoding setup for the German
system, due to time limitations. Instead we restricted ourselves to phone
decoding for German.
7.3. Decoding setup
We built our own recognizer, called Kaldi, and used the OpenFST tools
to build a recognition network from a language model, a lexicon and a set of
phonetic context decision trees. Kaldi can read in HTK models as well as
SGMMs. We also used the HTK recognizer HDecode to compare with Kaldi.
Recognition experiments show the two decoders to be within half a percent
WER of each other, with neither having a consistent edge. We show baseline
results with HDecode and SGMM results with Kaldi. English word recognition experiments are scored with the NIST scoring tool sclite; all other
scoring is with HTK’s HResults. To include results from German, we built
for all languages a phone bigram language model and tested them with this,
measuring the Phone Error Rate (PER). We refer to this as a “phonotactic”
system; the term is used in the language identification literature.
8. Results
8.1. Speaker independent single-language experiments
First we discuss experiments on basic systems in English, Spanish and
German without speaker adaptation, where we compare baseline and SGMM
systems of different sizes.
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The English system has 1920 tied states. We decoded the baseline system
with a language model scale of 13 and an acoustic penalty of 10, which was
optimized on the test set; we did the same for the SGMM, and this resulted
in a language model scale of 10 and an acoustic penalty of 5 (or zero in
some experiments). This is consistent with previous experience [33] that the
SGMM requires less extreme scaling. We show, in Table 5, baseline HTK
results with a varying number of Gaussians per state. The best result, at
52.3% WER, is similar to a previously published error rate of 53.7% WER
in [41] which appears to be fully adapted and discriminatively trained.
The comparable SGMM results are shown in Table 6. This system was
initialized with, and used the phonetic context tying of, the HTK system with
1920 tied states and 16 Gaussians per state. We used I = 400 Gaussians in
the UBM, and subspace dimension S = 40. The different lines of Table 6 show
results at various epochs of training, each corresponding to a line of Table 4
which shows the system building procedure (however, we did no speaker
adaptation in this experiment). It can be seen that even the most basic
SGMM system without sub-states (top two lines), does better than the best
GMM system. After adding sub-states, the Word Error Rate improvement
is 4.8% absolute (9.2% relative) versus the HTK baseline. The numbers in
bold are the best word error rates in the column, for easy comparison between
different experiments.
Tables 5 and 6 also show similar results for a Spanish language system. It
had 1584 tied states. The baseline WER, at 68.1%, is somewhat worse than
a previously published WER of 64.1% without adaptation [41]; we suspect
that deficiencies in text normalization may have led to sub-par results. Again
the SGMM approach gives improvement, with WER decreasing from 68.1%
to 65.2% (2.9% absolute, or 4.3% relative). We also ran a similar experiment
(not shown in the table) with a larger number of Gaussians I = 800, and the
best WER obtained was almost the same, at 65.3%. This was obtained with
a smaller number of sub-states (1400), so the total number of parameters
was similar to that for the best result in Table 6.
In experiments described below, the training schedule in terms of the
number of sub-states on each epoch is always the same as described here, so
in some tables we will report only the epoch number and not the number of
sub-states.
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Table 5: Baseline HTK systems – English and Spanish, Trigram LM
#Gauss
/state
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

English
#Params %WER
1.8M
53.2
2.1M
52.6
2.4M
52.3
2.7M
52.5
3.0M
52.4
3.3M
52.7
3.6M
52.9

Spanish
#Params %WER
1.5M
69.1
1.8M
68.8
2.0M
68.5
2.3M
68.5
2.5M
68.3
2.8M
68.1
3.0M
68.1

Table 6: SGMM system (I = 400) – English and Spanish, Trigram LM
Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#Sub-states
#Params
(English/Spanish)
1921/1584
1.01M/1.00M
1921/1584
1.01M/1.00M
2.7K
1.05M
4K
1.10M
6K
1.18M
9K
1.31M
12K
1.43M
16K
1.59M
22K
1.83M

%WER
English Spanish
50.0
66.4
48.9
65.9
48.5
65.7
48.5
65.8
48.1
65.9
47.8
65.7
47.5
65.7
47.7
65.3
47.6
65.2

8.2. Multilingual experiments
With the SGMM we are able to train multilingual systems in a unique
way, maintaining completely separate sets of acoustic states between languages but sharing the parameters Mi , wi and Σi . In contrast, the traditional approach to multilingual speech recognition, e.g. see [34], is based on a
shared phone-set. We do not show any baseline multilingual approaches other
than the single-language Maximum Likelihood baseline. This is because our
understanding of the literature is that data from other languages does not
in general reduce the Word Error Rate of the target language (e.g., [23]);
in addition, the methods used are typically quite complicated. There is no
simple technique such as MAP adaptation that would apply in the cross language case, because in general languages have distinct phone sets and there
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is no very natural way to establish a correspondence between phones across
languages.
We trained a system in which the UBM and the shared parameters were
shared across multiple languages (English, Spanish and German). The phone
sets were completely distinct, i.e. we did not merge any phones across languages. We initialized the systems with a UBM derived from clustering the
Spanish model and trained the UBM on the merged data, after experiments
on the English system found the Spanish UBM to be 0.5% absolute better
than the English UBM for initializing the system. Thereafter we trained
as if we had a single language, on an utterance list that included all three
languages. The results are shown in Table 7. The training schedule was as
before but with 16 iterations per epoch. Comparing with the monolingual
SGMM baseline (Table 6), the English system improved from 47.5% WER
to 44.9% (5.5% relative), and the Spanish system improved from 65.2% to
64.4% (1.2% relative).
In order to show results on German in the absence of a word decoding
setup, we repeated the same experiments with phoneme recognition, using a
“phonotactic” language model (i.e. a phone bigram), trained on the acoustic
training transcripts. The systems were the same ones tested above. Table 8
shows the best baseline HTK system, the best monolingual SGMM system,
and the best multilingual-trained results. The Phone Error Rate (PER)
results on German are consistent with the Spanish and English results, with
the SGMM system improving over the baseline and the multilingual system
giving further improvements.
8.3. Multilingual experiments with one hour of English
In order to investigate speech recognition performance when the amount
of training data is very limited, we did experiments with a 1 hour subset of
the 15 hour English CallHome training database. To form this subset, we
picked segments randomly from all training conversations. Using HTK, we
built three different phonetic context trees with about 500, 1000 and 1500
clustered states respectively. For each configuration we picked the best tree.
This resulted in a tree size of 500 for the baseline HTK result, 1000 for
the SGMM result and 1500 for the multilingual SGMM result. The HTK
baseline system had a 70.5% error rate on this data. When we built an SGMM
system on the same amount of data, using I = 400 and a subspace dimension
S = 20, the best word error rate (obtained after the first epoch of training)
was 67.8%. When we built a multilingual system with the shared parameters
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Table 7: Multilingual experiments– English and Spanish, Trigram LM
Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

English
#Sub%WER
states
1921
50.7
1921
49.2
1921
48.8
1921
48.5
2134
48.5
3240
47.5
4314
46.4
5835
46.3
7992
45.8
11K
45.9
14K
45.6
19K
44.9
25K
45.4
33K
45.5

Spanish
#Sub%WER
states
1582
66.7
1582
66.4
1582
66.4
1582
66.4
1909
66.1
2823
65.2
3738
65.1
4891
64.7
6779
64.6
9.3K
64.5
12K
64.4
16K
64.7

Table 8: Phone decoding – English, Spanish and German, %PER

HTK
SGMM
+multilingual

English
54.9
51.7
50.2

Spanish
46.2
44.0
43.5

German
56.3
53.4
52.4

trained also on Spanish and German, the best word error rate, achieved after
the second epoch of training, was 59.2%– a relative improvement of 16%
versus the HTK baseline7 . This shows that the SGMM approach can lead to
particularly large improvements when training on small data-sets, as long as
we have some less relevant data available to train the shared parameters.
7

We were able to obtain approximately 2% absolute better WER than this when using
the original system built on 15 hours of data to obtain the Viterbi alignments used in
training. This fact is not relevant to the scenario of limited training data but does show
the importance of good training-data alignments.
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8.4. Importance of different model features
We did experiments to investigate the importance of different aspects of
our modeling strategy, by disabling the re-estimation of certain parameter
types and also by training a diagonal-covariance SGMM system. The results
are in Table 9. A basic SGMM system is contrasted with a system where the
variances Σi are constrained to be diagonal (the “Diag” column), and systems
in which we disable the update of various parameters: the variances Σi , the
weight projections wi and the mean projections Mi . These parameters are
left at their initial values. The baseline HTK system has a WER of 54.7%
with the same (bigram) language model. In cases where the modification
seems to significantly affect the ratio of insertions to deletions, we re-tune
the language model scale on the eighth iteration. The worst system is the
one in which the update of the weight projections wi is disabled; this shows
the importance of the mixture-weight parameters in the system. We also get
a large degradation by using diagonal variances. The change that makes the
least difference is leaving the Σi at the initial values Σ̄i (the UBM variances).
Table 9: SGMM, disabling certain system features – English %WER, Bigram LM
Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
8

#Substates
1921
1921
2K
4K
6K
9K
12K
16K
20K
(+tune
LM-scale)

SGMM

Diag

52.5
51.4
50.9
50.5
50.0
49.6
49.1
49.3

56.0
55.6
55.1
54.3
54.1
53.9
53.8

53.5
@11.0

Disable-update
Σi
wi
Mi
54.3 63.4 62.5
53.1 60.6 60.7
52.5 59.8 59.6
52.4 50.9 57.9
52.1 57.8 56.5
51.9 57.0 55.0
51.5 56.7 53.7
51.3 56.1 52.9
52.3
50.7 55.7
@8.0 @8.0

8.5. Adaptation with Constrained MLLR
Table 10 shows the baseline HTK system with and without adaptation,
and in various stages of the Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) process. We
show these results for a system with 18 Gaussians per state because this was
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Table 10: English– baseline adaptation results, %WER (2-class)

SAT
Epochs
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bigram
Trigram
# Iters CMLLR
0
1
4
0
1
4
55.8 53.9 53.6 52.5 50.5 49.7
51.6
47.9
50.7
47.1
50.1
46.6
49.7
46.2
49.5
46.1
49.3
46.0

better after adaptation than the system with 16. The “#Iters CMLLR” refers
to the number of E-M steps we do to obtain the CMLLR matrix in test time.
In all cases the supervision hypothesis is the decoding output of the speaker
independent system that was the input to the SAT training process. We do
not rebuild the tree during SAT training. We use a regression tree with two
classes: speech and silence. The top line (SAT epoch 0) refers to a speakerindependently trained system. Each epoch of SAT training starts with the
model from the previous epoch, does three passes of E-M on the CMLLR
matrices starting from the default value, and then does four iterations of
E-M to update the model. The total improvement from SAT (comparing
Epoch 0 to Epoch 6) is about 4.0% absolute.
Table 11 shows similar results for the SGMM system, with zero, one and
two passes of CMLLR adaptation and with and without SAT. We do not use
multiple regression classes, but we estimate the CMLLR transform only on
speech (not silence) in test time; this was found to be important. In training
time we adapt on both speech and silence as this appeared to be slightly
better. The SAT training regime differs from the baseline HTK case in that
we re-estimate CMLLR from scratch on each iteration (apart from the first
eight, where we do not use CMLLR), but using only one iteration of E-M.
In test time the setup is also different: we use the same model to do the first
pass decoding and the final decoding (as we did not see a clear benefit from
using a non-SAT model to do the first pass decoding), and in the case of
two-iteration CMLLR we decode again before the second iteration of E-M.
With non-SAT models, the behavior of CMLLR is quite similar between
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the SGMM and the HTK baseline: with a bigram LM, going from no CMLLR
to multi-pass CMLLR, the HTK baseline improves from 55.8% to 53.6%
(3.9% relative), and the SGMM system improves from 49.1% to 47.4% (3.5%
relative). The big difference is in the effect of SAT: the HTK system (bigram
decoding) improves from 53.6% to 49.3% (8.0% relative), while the SGMM
system barely improves at all. However, the difference between the SGMM
and baseline system is large enough that even with SAT, we are still doing
better than the HTK system: from 49.3% to 47.4%, an improvement of 3.9%
relative. Our best explanation for the different behavior with SAT is that our
baseline system has no generic de-correlating transform such as HLDA [22] or
MLLT [16], (or equivalently, global semi-tied covariance (STC) [9]), so SAT
may be de-correlating the features. Our SGMM system is full covariance, so
we would expect no improvement from this effect. See [36, Tables 8.18 and
8.21] for evidence that, in combination with HLDA, it is possible for SAT
to give little or no improvement, either with diagonal or full-covariance-like
(SPAM) models.
Table 11: SGMM with CMLLR – English %WER

Train
Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SAT
y/n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

0
52.5
51.4
50.9
50.5
50.0
49.6
49.1
49.3
52.5
51.5
51.0
50.8
50.1
49.8
49.3
49.0

Bigram
Trigram
# Iters CMLLR
1
2
0
1
51.1 50.9 50.5 49.2
50.0 49.5 49.0 47.8
49.5 48.9 48.8 47.6
49.1 48.6 48.5 47.1
48.7 48.2 48.3 46.8
48.1 47.9 47.9 46.2
47.9 47.4 47.5 45.7
47.8 47.5 47.5 45.7
51.1 50.9 50.5 49.2
50.0 49.6 49.2 47.9
49.5 49.2 49.2 47.4
48.7 48.5 48.6 47.0
48.2 48.0 48.5 46.6
48.1 47.9 47.9 46.0
47.8 47.4 47.5 45.9
47.7 47.4 47.4 45.6
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2
49.1
47.6
47.2
46.8
46.7
46.1
45.5
45.5
49.1
47.7
47.2
46.7
46.3
46.0
45.6
45.3

8.6. Adaptation with speaker vectors
We also investigated an adaptation approach which is specific to our
model: the term Ni v(s) in the expression for the model means. This is quite
different from CMLLR adaptation because the number of parameters to learn
is much smaller: 39 in this case. Table 12 gives results with speaker vectors;
note that this system was trained with speaker vectors so the first column
without speaker-vectors in test time is not the true speaker independent
baseline (refer to the first column of the upper part of Table 11). We used
this decoding as supervision to train the speaker vectors in test time8 . The
use of the “speaker vectors” by themselves is not quite as effective as CMLLR:
compare the best “speaker vector only” number of 47.8% in the third column
of Table 12, with the best bigram CMLLR number from Table 11 which is
47.4%. Using 49.1% as the speaker independent bigram baseline, speaker
vectors by themselves give 76% of the improvement of CMLLR. However,
the speaker vectors have many fewer parameters so they can be estimated
on less data; also, they are somewhat additive with CMLLR, with the best
trigram-decoded number changing from 45.3% with CMLLR only in Table 11
to 44.3% in Table 12. The corresponding bigram WERs are 47.2% and 46.7%.
Thus, adding speaker vectors to CMLLR gives us 2.2% and 1.1% relative
improvement with trigram and bigram decoding respectively.
Table 12: SGMM with speaker vectors and/or CMLLR – English, %WER
#Iters
Vecs:
CMLLR:
Epoch 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0
0
52.5
51.4
51.8
51.4
51.0
50.6
50.2
50.1

1
0

Bigram
2
0

1
1

1
2

49.9
48.6
48.6
48.2
47.9
48.0

48.9
48.5
48.2
47.9
47.8
47.9

48.4
47.7
47.3
47.0
46.7
48.1

48.1
47.5
47.1
46.8
46.5
46.4

8

Trigram
1
1
1
2

46.5
45.6
45.3
45.0
44.6
44.5

46.1
45.3
45.0
45.0
44.4
44.3

This is not optimal, but it is more convenient, and we saw no clear benefit from using
a speaker-independently trained model in the first pass of decoding.
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8.7. Basis representation of CMLLR
We also did experiments with the basis representation of the CMLLR
transform given in Equation (12). This allows us to estimate a much smaller
number of parameters for each speaker. These results are in Table 13. We
decoded with and without CMLLR, and with and without speaker vectors;
we adapted either per speaker or per segment, always with one iteration of
E-M per parameter. The model used when decoding with speaker vectors is a
separate model, trained with speaker vectors. The number of basis elements
for the experiments with and without speaker vectors were each optimized
to minimize the WER on the per-segment decoding experiments. What we
find is that the basis essentially makes no difference to the results when the
amount of adaptation data is sufficient (i.e. for per-speaker adaptation), but
it improves the results dramatically when we are adapting on the per-segment
level. Comparing the best results in each column, we see that when we do not
use the basis, per-segment adaptation gives 0% or 21% as much improvement
as per-speaker adaptation (with no speaker vectors, and with speaker vectors,
respectively). If we use the basis, the corresponding numbers are 80% and
84%. Thus, the basis takes CMLLR adaptation from being almost completely
ineffective to being very effective, when the adaptation is done per segment.
The mean and median speaker lengths in our English test set are 164 and
165 seconds respectively, and the mean and median segment lengths are 1.8
and 2.2 seconds.
Table 13: SGMM, CMLLR with and without basis – English, bigram LM
Vecs:
CMLLR:
Basis:
Adapt:
Epoch 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

No
No
52.5
51.5
50.9
50.5
50.0
49.6
49.1
49.3

Yes
Yes

No
spk
seg
50.6 52.4
49.7 51.1
49.4 50.7
48.7 50.3
48.3 49.8
48.0 49.5
47.6 49.1
47.6 49.2

B = 100
spk
seg
50.7 51.3
49.7 50.2
49.3 49.9
48.7 49.5
48.4 48.9
48.0 48.6
47.6 48.0
47.6 47.9
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No
spk

seg

47.9
47.5
47.1
47.0
46.7
46.7

50.5
49.9
49.3
48.9
48.6
48.6

B = 50
spk
seg

48.0
47.5
47.2
47.0
46.6
46.6

48.9
48.6
48.3
47.6
47.3
47.0

8.8. Convergence in training
We now review the convergence behavior of the training procedures. Table 14 shows the amount of auxiliary function improvement obtained per
frame from each parameter type on various iterations of training, along with
the total auxiliary function improvement per frame9 . The rightmost two
columns display the likelihood, and the likelihood change from this iteration
to the next. Generally with E-M updates, this likelihood change should never
be less than the total auxiliary function change. This is not technically true
here because we cannot prove convergence when combining certain pairs of
update types on the same iteration (principally, any two of Mi , Ni and vjm ),
but the condition seems to hold anyway. The only exceptions that can be
seen in the table are after the first iteration of Epochs 3 and 8, where the
likelihood decreases; this results from the sub-state splitting procedure described in Section 5.8. The negative auxiliary function improvement for the
variances in Epoch 1, iteration 2 is due to a quite aggressive variance flooring constant f = 0.2 (c.f. Section 5.7); the larger than expected likelihood
increase after Epoch 1, iteration 8 is due to the shift to “self-alignment”.
Table 15 relates to the weight update, which is iterative within each update phase. The experiments we describe here were run with the “parallel”
weight update of Algorithm 5.2, because the WER was slightly better (although this was not consistent). In this case the “convergence check” takes
place on each iteration after updating all wi . We ran the weight update for
Pw = 3 iterations during each update phase. In the training run, the convergence check failed (leading to halving the step size) on only two iterations:
Epoch 6, iteration 2 and Epoch 8, iteration 2. In both cases this happened
only on the first iteration of the iterative weight update, and we halved the
step size only once. In Table 15(a) we display the auxiliary function improvements on each of the three iterations within selected update phases. On the
left we show the change in the quadratic approximated auxiliary function of
Equation (70), and on the right the change in the “real” auxiliary function of
Equation (68). The crossed out numbers correspond to the auxiliary function
changes before halving the step size. We also show, in Table 15(b), the corresponding figures for the sequential version of the update. The convergence is
9

In the case of the weight update, Table 14 shows the change in the “real” auxiliary
function of Equation (68) rather than the quadratic approximation of (70), although these
are typically about the same. The training run displayed is from the system tested in the
leftmost column of Table 13.
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Table 14: Auxiliary function and likelihood changes

Iter

vjm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.44
0.036
0.231
0.040
0.028
0.015
0.012
0.009

1
2
3

0.014
0.017
0.0009

Auxiliary function change
wi
M i Σi
cjm
Epoch 1
1.49 0.43 -0.468* 0
0.12 0.13 0.133 0
0.026 0.091 0.056 0
0.0071 0.037 0.033 0
0.0040 0.026 0.018 0
0.0026 0.018 0.014 0
0.0018 0.013 0.009 0
Epoch 2
0.0043 0.035 0.026 0
0.0020 0.014 0
0.0011 0.018 0.007 0

Like

∆
Like

0.44
1.49
0.62
0.21
0.11
0.064
0.046
0.033

-65.05
-64.49
-62.87
-62.20
-61.97
-61.85
-61.78
-61.74

0.56
1.62
0.67
0.23
0.12
0.070
0.050
0.226†

0.079
0.023
0.027

-61.51 0.099
-61.41 0.028
-61.34 0.039

Tot

...

1
2

Epoch 3
0.0002 0.0002 0.006 0.001 0
0.008
0.059 0.0045 0.014 0.001 0.078

-61.27 -0.087‡
-61.35 0.087

Epoch 8
0.0033 0.0001 0.015 0.001 0.0001 0.019

-60.21 -0.025‡

...

1
...

* Negative due to flooring. † Shift to self-alignment. ‡ Due to splitting.

similar to the parallel version; the “real” auxiliary function improvement (on
the right) is almost the same as before. In the sequential update we also very
rarely have to reduce the learning rate for any individual i; we only observed
this happening on epoch 6, iteration 2 (we did not run this experiment past
epoch 6), and only for five different values of i; the learning rate never had
to be halved more than once. The conclusion is that these two approaches
are both quite stable and effective.
Figure 3 shows the convergence of the CMLLR auxiliary function with
iteration index p. Convergence is acceptably fast. Figure 4 displays likelihood
plotted against training epoch, showing convergence of our overall training
procedure. This run, which was the multilingual system of Table 7, used
16 iterations per epoch. For selected epochs, we display what happens if
we do more iterations within the same epoch (rather than moving on to the
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Table 15: Convergence of weight update
(a) “Parallel” version
Epoch
/Iter
1/1
1/2
...
6/2

Quadratic auxf change
Real auxf change
Iteration of weight update
1
2
3
Total
1
2
3
0.518
0.293
0.128
0.938
0.850
0.451
0.191
0.073
0.015
0.004
0.092
0.097
0.022
0.006

0.0007

0.0005

0.0002

0.00002


0.0018
−
0.0008 0.0005

0.0003

0.00003

Total
1.492
0.125

0.0008

(b) “Sequential” version
Epoch
/Iter
1/1
1/2

Quadratic auxf change
Real auxf change
Iteration of weight update
1
2
3
Total
1
2
3
Total
0.566 0.318 0.142 1.028 0.846 0.456 0.195 1.497
0.075 0.018 0.005 0.098 0.097 0.022 0.006 0.124

next epoch, with the attendant sub-state splitting). We omit the first few
iterations of the first epoch because they would change the graph scale. Note
that at the beginning of Epoch 2 we shift to using the SGMM for Viterbi
alignment, and from Epoch 5 we begin to split sub-states.
9. Conclusions
We have introduced a new kind of acoustic model, the Subspace Gaussian Mixture Model (SGMM). This model is an example of a larger class of
generative models where the parameters of the model are not the parameters of the distribution (e.g. the means and variances), but instead generate
the parameters of the distribution. This makes it possible to describe quite
complex distributions in a compact way. It will often be possible, as it is for
this model, to evaluate and train these models quite efficiently. In our case
we arrange the computation in such a way that each additional Gaussian
evaluation is a dot product, and we make use of the structure of the model
to prune the Gaussians we evaluate on each frame. A key advantage of this
type of model is that it has a relatively small amount of parameters tied
to the acoustic state, with many of the model’s parameters being globally
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Figure 3: Convergence of CMLLR auxiliary function
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10

12

14

shared. This makes it possible to train models on less in-domain data than
would otherwise be necessary.
Our experiments on some of the CallHome databases, which each have
about 15 hours of training data, confirmed that this model gives better results than a traditional GMM. These experiments were with Maximum Likelihood training, but experiments reported in [33] show that this approach
can be combined with discriminative training. The amount of improvement
varies depending on whether or not speaker adaptation is used. The improvement in the speaker independent condition is very large; for instance,
on English, WER decreased from 52.3% to 47.5% (9.1% relative), but it
would probably be less if the baseline system had HLDA. The improvement
on the fully adapted English system was smaller: 46.0% to 44.3%, or 3.7%
relative, mainly due to a larger than expected improvement from Speaker
Adaptive Training on the baseline, which we believe may be performing the
same function as HLDA. Previous experiments on a different setup have
shown larger improvements than this [29]10 . Experiments with un-adapted
systems show that we can expect a further improvement of approximately
5.5% relative from leveraging out-of-language data, which is not possible with
a conventional system. We also demonstrated a very large improvement of
16% relative, without speaker adaptation, when the amount of training data
is limited to one hour. Much of this came from the ability to naturally leverage out-of-language data. This is just one of many possible scenarios that are
possible with this type of model, in which the shared parameters are trained
on a different data-set than the state-specific parameters.
We are excited about this approach because this model appears to give
better results than a conventional HMM-GMM, and also because it offers
many opportunities for modeling improvements that are not possible in a
conventional model. This type of model should also make it possible to
greatly speed up acoustic likelihood computation without seriously degrading performance; this was not a focus of our work for this paper. We are
interested in collaboration with other researchers to further develop this approach.
10

This reference is to a book chapter which at the time of writing, has not yet been published. The improvement was from 24.3% to 19.6% (19.3% relative) on English Broadcast
News, 50h training data, Maximum Likelihood, VTLN+CMLLR+MLLR adaptation.
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Appendix A. Robust auxiliary function optimization methods
There are two types of optimization problem that arise in the methods
described above that can cause problems if implemented without regard to
the possibility of poor numerical matrix rank. We describe our optimization approaches here; see [26, Appendix G] for more discussion. In these
procedures we also calculate the auxiliary function changes for diagnostic
purposes.
A.1. Vector auxiliary function
The function v̂ = solve vec(H, g, v, K max) optimizes the auxiliary function
Q(v) = v·g − 21 vT Hv
(A.1)
and returns the updated value v̂. It requires the old value v because it aims
to leave v unchanged in the null-space of H. It also computes the auxiliary
function change. H is assumed to be positive semi-definite. If H is invertible
it is simply a question of setting v̂ = H−1 g, but in many cases H will be
singular either mathematically or to machine precision. Our solution involves
a singular value decomposition on H and effectively leaves v unchanged in
the null-space of H, although this operates in a soft manner via flooring the
singular values of H. The singular value decomposition also helps to avoid
a loss of precision that would otherwise result when H has poor condition.
See Algorithm A.1.
Algorithm A.1 v̂ = solve vec(H, g, v, K max)
Require: H symmetric positive semi-definite
1: if H is the zero matrix then
2:
v̂ ← v
3:
∆Q ← 0
4: else
5:
ḡ ← g − Hv
6:
Do the SVD H = ULVT (discard V)
i lii
7:
f ← max
where lii are the diagonal elements of L
K max
8:
Compute the floored diagonal matrix L̃ with ˜lii = max(f, lii )
9:
v̂ ← v + U(L̃−1 (UT ḡ)) (parentheses important)
10:
∆Q ← g · (v̂−v) − 12 v̂T Hv̂ + 21 vT Hv
11: end if
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A.2. Matrix auxiliary function
The matrix version of the above is a function which maximizes the auxiliary function
Q(M) = tr (MT PY) − 12 tr (PMQMT )

(A.2)

where the solution if Q is invertible would be M̂ = YQ−1 . See Algorithm A.2.
Algorithm A.2 M̂ = solve mat(Q, Y, P, M, K max)
Require: P and Q symmetric positive semi-definite
1: if Q is the zero matrix then
2:
M̂ ← M
3:
∆Q ← 0
4: else
5:
Ȳ ← Y − MQ
6:
Do the SVD Q = ULVT (discard V)
i lii
where lii are the diagonal elements of L
7:
f ← max
K max
8:
Compute the floored diagonal matrix L̃ with ˜lii = max(f, lii )
9:
M̂ ← M + ((ȲU)L̃−1 )UT (parentheses important)
10:
∆Q ← tr ((M̂−M)T PY) − 12 tr (PM̂QM̂T ) + 21 tr (PMQMT )
11: end if

Appendix B. Constrained MLLR update
B.1. Overview
Our updatefor CMLLR
 is based on a co-ordinate change in the parame(s)
(s)
(s)
ters of W = A ; b . Let us call the auxiliary function Q. Viewing the
elements of W(s) as a vector, we do a co-ordinate change in this vector space
such that the expected value of the matrix of second derivatives of Q with
respect to this vector, is approximately proportional to the unit matrix. In
this pre-transformed space we repeatedly find the optimal step size in the direction of the gradient, and because of the co-ordinate change this converges
quite rapidly. This is a version of natural gradient descent [2]. The Hessian
in the transformed space will not be an exact multiple of the unit matrix
(because of the words “expected” and “approximately” above), but it will be
close enough to make the gradient based method converge fast. This formulation is efficient for our style of model, more so than the obvious extension
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of the standard approach [8] to full covariance models [35, 31]. Our style of
update also makes it easier to estimate and apply the basis representation
of Equation (12). We will not provide any derivations (see [26]), but we will
try to give some idea of the purpose of each step of the process.
B.2. CMLLR: First pre-computation phase
The first phase of pre-computation is to compute the matrices Wpre =
[Apre bpre ] which normalizes the space in an LDA-like sense, plus its inverse
transform Winv = [Ainv binv ] and an associated diagonal matrix D which
corresponds to the eigenvalues in the LDA computation. These matrices are
not speaker specific. This should be done after at least one or two iterations
of speaker-independent training of the
PSGMM system. We only require the
model and the per-state counts γj = m,i γjmi . We compute:
p(j) = γj /

J
X

γj

(B.1)

j=1

ΣW =

X

p(j)cjm wjmi Σi

(B.2)

p(j)cjm wjmi µjmi

(B.3)

j,m,i

µavg =

X

j,m,i

ΣB =

X

p(j)cjm wjmi µjmiµTjmi

j,m,i

!

− µavg µTavg .

(B.4)

After the above, we do the Cholesky decomposition ΣW = LLT , compute
B = L−1 ΣB L−T , do the singular value decomposition
B = UDVT

(B.5)

keeping D for later use, and compute:
Apre
bpre
Ainv
binv

=
=
=
=

UT L−1
−Apre µavg
A−1
pre = LU
µavg
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(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)

B.3. CMLLR: Second pre-computation phase
The second pre-computation phase relates to the use of parameter subspaces with CMLLR, i.e. the basis representation of the transformation matrix of Equation (12). This is not a necessary part of the overall scheme but
may improve results if the amount of data to be adapted on is very small
(e.g., less than 20 seconds). We compute the D(D+1) × D(D+1) matrix M
which is the scatter of the vectorized form of a gradient quantity P̃ that is
computed within the CMLLR computation (see below):
X
1
M=
vec(P̃(s) )vec(P̃(s) )T
(B.10)
β (s)
s∈S

where S is the set of all speakers and vec(A) means concatenating the rows
of A. From M we compute the basis matrices W̃b for 1 ≤ b ≤ B for some
selected basis size (e.g. B = 200, c.f. [38]) by doing the sorted singular value
decomposition M = ULVT and taking W̃b as the b’th column of U, turned
back into a matrix (i.e. ub = vec(W̃b )). The matrices W̃b are not the same
as the Wb of (12) because they are represented in the normalized co-ordinate
space.
B.4. CMLLR: Update phase
(s)
The count, linear and quadratic statistics β (s) , K(s) and Si needed for
the CMLLR update are accumulated in (51) to (53). We start with a default
value W(s) = [I ; 0], or with an existing value of W(s) if more than one E-M
iteration is being done for this speaker. We will drop the speaker superscript
below. The update phase is iterative. The outer-loop iteration index is
p = 1 . . . Pcmllr , with Pcmllr typically in the range 5 to 20. On each iteration
p, we first compute the quantity:
X
S=
Σ−1
(B.11)
i WSi .
i

We then measure the auxiliary function:
Q(W) = β log | det A| + tr (WKT ) − 21 tr (WT S)

(B.12)

where A is the first D columns of W. The auxiliary function should never
decrease from one iteration to the next. We compute the gradient of the
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auxiliary function11


P = β A−T ; 0 + K − S.

(B.13)

The first step of co-ordinate transformation is:
+
P′ = ATinv PWpre

T

(B.14)

where we use the notation ·+ to represent appending a row [0 0 . . . 0 1] to
a matrix. P′ is the gradient in a feature-normalized space. The next step
transforms P′ to P̃; this step is equivalent to multiplying by the inverse
Cholesky factor (i.e. inverse square root) of the expected per-frame Hessian
in the feature-normalized space. Think of this expected Hessian as a D(D+
1) × D(D +1) matrix with a sparse structure. Below, we refer to elements
di of the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues D of (B.5). For 1 ≤ i ≤ D and for
1 ≤ j < i, we do:
1

p̃ij = (1 + dj )− 2 p′ij

(B.15)

p̃ji = − 1 + di − (1 + dj

− 1
)−1 2

+ 1 + di − (1 + dj )−1

− 1

2

(1 + dj )−1 p′ij
p′ji

(B.16)

and for the diagonal and the offset term, for 1 ≤ i ≤ D,
1

p̃ii = (2 + di )− 2 p′ii
p̃i,(D+1) = p′i,(D+1)

(B.17)
(B.18)

If we were doing this for training the basis, we would stop at this point, save
β and P̃ or do the accumulation of (B.10), and terminate the loop over p.
˜ in
Otherwise, the next step is to compute the proposed parameter change ∆
the completely transformed space. If we are not using the basis, we compute:
˜ = (1/β)P̃.
∆

(B.19)

If using the basis, this becomes:
B
1X
˜
W̃b tr (P̃T W̃b ).
∆=
β b=1
11

(B.20)

From differentiating (B.12) it may seem that we are missing a factor of 12 , but remember that S is a function of W.
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For simplicity and compatibility with the “no-basis” version of CMLLR, we
(s)
never explicitly store the coefficients ab of Equation (12). Equation (B.20)
is the same as (B.19) but restricted to the subspace defined by the basis.
We remark that the decision of whether to use a basis and if so, what basis
size B to use, can be made per speaker. The basis matrices W̃b correspond
to eigenvectors of a matrix, so if we just store them in decreasing order of
eigenvalue we can truncate the list after we decide the basis size B.
The next step in the algorithm is the reverse co-ordinate transformation
˜ to ∆′ . We write the elements of the matrix ∆ as δij . For 1 ≤ i ≤ D
from ∆
and for 1 ≤ j < i,
1

δij′ = (1 + dj )− 2 δ̃ij − 1 + di − (1 + dj )−1
− 1
′
δji
= 1 + di − (1 + dj )−1 2 δ̃ji

− 1

2

(1 + dj )−1 δ̃ji (B.21)
(B.22)

and for the diagonal and the offset terms, for 1 ≤ i ≤ D,
1

δii′ = (2 + di )− 2 δ̃ii
′
δi,(D+1)
= δ̃i,(D+1) .

(B.23)
(B.24)

We then transform ∆′ to ∆ with:
+
∆ = Ainv ∆′ Wpre
.

(B.25)

At this point, it is advisable to check that the following two equalities hold
as this will help to detect implementation errors in the co-ordinate transformations:
T
˜ P̃T ).
tr (∆PT ) = tr (∆′ P′ ) = tr (∆
(B.26)
We will compute the optimal step size k in the direction ∆, i.e. W ←
W + k∆, so the next phase is to iteratively compute k. Its final value should
typically be close to 1. We are maximizing the auxiliary function:
Q(k) = β log det(A + k∆1:D,1:D ) + k m − 12 k 2 n
m = tr (∆KT ) − tr (∆ST )
X

n =
tr ∆T Σ−1
∆S
i
i

(B.27)
(B.28)
(B.29)

i

where ∆1:D,1:D is the first D columns of ∆ and A is the first D columns of
W. We use an iterative Newton’s method optimization for k, starting from
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k = 0. A small number of iterations, e.g. R = 5, should be sufficient. On
each iteration r, we compute
B = (A + k∆1:D,1:D )−1 ∆1:D,1:D
d1 = βtr (B) + m − kn
d2 = −β(tr BB) − n

(B.30)
(B.31)
(B.32)

where d1 and d2 are the first and second derivatives of (B.27) with respect
to k, and then generate a new candidate value of k:
k̂ = k − (d1 /d2 ).

(B.33)

At this point we should check that the value of (B.27) does not decrease
when replacing k with k̂, and if it does we should keep halving the step
size k̂ ← (k + k̂)/2 and re-trying. There should be a limit in how many
times this halving is done, to prevent an infinite loop; close to convergence,
numerical roundoff can cause spurious decreases. When we have ensured that
the auxiliary function does not decrease we would set k ← k̂ and continue
the loop over r. After completing R iterations, we do the update:
W ← W + k∆.

(B.34)

and continue the outer loop over p. The auxiliary function of Equation (B.12)
should increase or not change on each iteration. The amount of increase
in (B.12) from iteration p to p+1 should be the same as the increase in (B.27)
from k = 0 to the final k value computed on iteration p.
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